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INTRODUCTION.—

,.-

.

The purpose of this report is to review critically the

available information on structural failures in welded ships.

Although buckling failures in a few naval vessels and

several transversely framed European tankers have keen re-

ported, this report will review failures from the brittle

fracture point of viewO

Welded ship fractures were of the brittle-cleavage type

and usually propagated at high velocity. There was no evi-

dence of fatigue although hi.gh~local cyclic stresses in

some cases undoubtedly contributed to crack initiation. The

loud noise accompanying extensive fracture indicated the in-

stantaneous releas,eof a large amount of Gnergy.

As far as the engineer is concerned, the basis of any

tensile strength criterion of steel in a structure must be

its ability to resist brittle-cleavage type fractures. If

there can be no brittle failureq the structure will not

fail in tension under service loading. Specifically, the

engineer wants to know:

3..

2.

the conditions under which a brittle-cleavage crack

will start, and

the conditions under which a brittle-cleavage crack

will propagate.
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Minor fractures have occurred In riveted ships, and fre-

quent mention of cracks at hatch corners, bulwarks, etc., has

appeared in the technical literature. It is probable that

many of these cracks were of the brittle-cleavage type rather

than the fatigue type as was generally suspected in earlier

years. It is not unlikely that some of the serious riveted.

ship failures may have been associated with plate buckling.

ANALYSIS OF WELDED SHIP FAILURES—— —

The three categories

as follows:

Group I casualty - .

Group II casualty -

Group III casualty -

of casualties discussed are defined

A casualty (a ship) having one or
more fractures which have weakened
the hull so that the vessel is
lost or in a dangerous condition.

A casualty having one or more frac-
tures which are generally less than
10h long and do not endanger the
ship. These fractures, however, do
involve the main hull structure and
are potentially dangerous.

A casualty having fractures which
do not involve Group I or 11 frac-
tures. Examples are fractures in
internal bulkheads? deckhouses
masts, etc. Some of these frac-
tures have been extensive and
costly to repair.

During

Group I and

350’long.

the past ten years there have been about 250

1200 Group II casualties in welded ships over

Very few failures have occurred in smaller ves-

sels. Nineteen (19)welded ships have broken in two or were

,,
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abandoned after thei~ backs were broken:

9- T2Talkers
2- (ltherTankers
7 - Liberty h%ip~

J - G3nvel%ed LIST
19

and Riveted Shins Built Sincq 1938*

welded and riveted ships based on about

6000 vessels classified with the American Bureau of Shipping
(11

has recently been reported o

~~Dc~ 1938there have been four times as nany welded

ships built as ships with riveted shells or decks. The great

majOritY were welded Liberties and welded T2 Tankers built dur-

ing World War 11. Many of these ships experienced failure.

A condensation of data in reference 1 is given in Figure 1

and Table I and shows that:

For the same material and essentially the same design
and quality of workmanship both frequency and severity
of fractures increased as the anount of welding increased.

Welded tankers have had much more trouble than welded
(dry) cargo ships.

For the Liberties? the majority of fractures started at

square hatch corners and.square cutouts in the top of the

sheer strake. The frequency of serious failures in the Liberties
--——1

*Since welding was beginning to be used rather extensively
about 1938? I’RivetedShips!!here and throughout the remainder
of this report means ships built with riveted seams. The amount
of seam riveting is noted in each.case. Butts were usually welded.
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TAME I

COMPARTSO!!OFSTRUCTURALRECO~ OF WSID~ ANDR- SHIFS

condemeation of Table I in pawr by D. p. ~GW% SePtem~r 19S2

SSIFS AWS.YSARS
PERSHIP

CASUALTTFS
NO. 01

GROUPI

88

u

)
45

31

ASUALTI=
Row I & I

408

94

1
266

172
—.—

17

44

REP. ma!
See nota* .

a

b

o

10. OF
SHIFS
—.

L220

D390

1554

m 10 I
GROUPI

HIP W
GROIJPI & 11SHIP YEA?S

LIHIRTIFS (E02)

2100 1.7

4.9

19..40l)riginal
Relded

Improved details 2600

1
9285

6685

.54

1
W$9

,46

J.61

\
2,86

2.58Improved detslls end straps*
—.

5.15330

173.3

1.6

5.5

5.9

5.4

.30 d

e

Drigind
Rivetsd shell (S&h. Fdrfield)

Improvd details

1

2

208

313 .12 2.56

414

388

\
.457

69

2450 .16 0.65 fVIOTORIES (VC2) Riv. gunwale angle 4 16

85

}
94

9

2

51

}
59

s

CARMI(Over 350t)

.61

)
.,64

A?

./+.00

13.78
2.47

Ul welded
‘Kelded

Riv. gunwale angle

u
116

.3

0

6

}
9

3
——

2g

1
49

21

——.

1.54Deck and ahelJ
Rivete3

Shell onIy

u
186

}
295

109

Uo 10.0

7.2

0

3*96

)
2●9

1.07

I-288

)2031
743

.47

}
A

.&oSide shell only
—

T2 TANKERS(?feldei )

97

)161
64

20

)
29

9
—..

5

\
15

10
——

502

)
99L

,&92

3.0

306

1,90

}
1.50

L10

6.55

}
4.%

3.61

No Straps

Straps(Someother improvements)“

.——...—------- .—. —-—. .—
TANKERS(GTcr1+50‘ )

.——

2./+$
}

305
57

1.61

}
1.64

L75
—.—

0

\
.27

.49

8.

7
905

15.s

No straps
Welded

Strap9
6..4

..-—————.— —. —-————.

Deck and shell
Ri~eted seems

Side shell and deck

336

)
7A6

410

8.4

7.6

1..$3

}
2,0

2.44

* Strape added after ships had seen aertice as all-welded ships. Straps or gurmsle angles installed on some Liberties before delivery.

~ Reference lines in MT. bm’n ~s Paper.

a-1 f-7 k- IJ,13,22,26,31,36
b-2

P :4$48,52,55
g - lo,12,17,20,23, ~,33 1- 9,16,19,21,29,30,35

- 3,k h - 15,18,&,28,34 ia -40
:-5 j - I-4,32

; -.46,50,54
n-g

e-6
a -45,47,49,51
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was substantially reduced after a few structural details,

particularly the hatch corner and sheer strake cutcut, were

improved. This is illustrated in Figure 1. In addition~

riveted crack arrestor straps were installed in the deck and at

the gunwale of the welded Liberties$ Figure 2.

For the T2 tankers, most of the trouble stemmed from

defects in bottom shell butt welds, and no simple remedial

measures could be applied. Eventually at least 4 crack ar-

restor straps were installed in the T2 tankers--two on the

deck and two on the bottomq see Figure 2. The straps cov-

ered the midshi~ length of the ship where serious cracking

had been experienced. While crack arrestors have been ef-

fective in limiting the extent of crackst they have not de-

creased the incidence of cracks oq prevented the breaking in

two of ships. The frequency of Group I fractures in the T2’s

did not diminish significantly. Fractures in T2 tankers have

therefore remained the major ship failure problem.

A new directive for structural modifications of T2 tank-

ers was issued by the American Bureau of Shipping in April

1952* This included installing additional crack arrestor

straps to bring the minimm number to eight and increasing

the section modulus of the hull girder by 15$%.

It is interesting to note that the welded Victories,

which had the benefit of improved design details, have had

the lowest percentage of casualties (Group I plus Group 11).
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See Figure l! However3 these ships have had four Grcup I

failures. TWO of the four started at ??oorlYmade rePalr

‘welds. One of these failures started at a place where a

short saddle weld was made after a through padeye in the deck

was flushed off. The other fracture fan unusual 66B fore and

aft fracture) started in a poorly made seam weld which was

part of a bottom shell repair made in a foreign port. ThiS

illust~ates that repair yards as well as building yards can

be involved in contributing to failures in welded ships, It

also illustrates one of the practical reasons why the ship-

building industry is relying on improved material to minimize

cracking.

The third Group I Victory ship failure developed in the

deck where two cracks, running approximately parallel to each

othery extended from a hatch corner to the shell. This ship

was in light condition and was befng driven hard in very

heavy weather. Nothing is known of the fourth casualty since

the ship was lost.

Although there is no reference in Figure 1 or Table 1

to the new postwar designed super tankers of about 285000

tons dwt, it is gratifying to find that over 40 of these ves-

sels have been operating through at least one severe winter

without a casualty rep~rted. The postwar tankers are all-

welded except for about 12 strategically located riveted
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seams and havs been constructed of steel meeting the new

American Bureau of Shipping specifications. In addition many of

thes~ ships have been subjected to random radiographic in-

spection of main hull welds. This inspection does not guar-

antee that there will be no defective welding, but it has

markedly improved the weld quality over that in wartime and

prewar built ships.

Figure 1 shows that fractures in the original Bethlehem-

Fairfield (B-F) Liberties (which differed from all other Lib-

erties only in that they had riveted shell seams) were less

extensive and less frequent than in the original welded Lib-

erties. Incidentally the more serious failures in the B-F

Liberties were in the shell, and not in the deck as in the

case of the welded Liberties. The less serious fractures in

the B-F Liberties, however, generally occurred in the all-

welded deck3 primarily at hatch corners. After corrective

alterations were made to all Liberties, the frequency of

failure in both riveted and welded types was about the same

although the cracks in the B-F ships were still less extensive.

Several attempts have been made to find reasons for the

better record of the B-F’Liberties, but no obvious reason was

found except perhaps in a few instances where cracks stopped

at riveted seams. The weather conditions, at least during

the wart were, if anything, more ,severefor the B-F ships.

There is no evidence that wo~h”anship or steel quality was



L3UPeri0rin the B-F ships. It was also found that the locked-

in welding stress pattern in the welded upper deck was essen-

tially the same for both the B-F and welded Lib~rties.* There

is no evidence of rivet slip at normal working loadsz and it

is difficult to see how any slip in a seam 6 to 30 feet away

from areas in which fractures commonly originated could be

instrumental in preventing cracks from starting in these

locations or even preventing crack propagation.

Conditions ~ Welded $hio Failures(2,3,$,5)——

The majority of’failures occurred during heavy weather

and near freezing temperatures~ Figurss 3 and 4.

Figure ~b shows that the probability of failure in-

creases rapidly as the temperatu~e is lowered. Although the

failure temperatures include some sea water temperatures

there were very few cases where &he water temperature was

markedly different from the air temperature and therefore

the sens~ of the probability curve is valid. These curves,

of Courses are for ships built of wartime steel~ and they

indicate that the chance of failure increased about four

times when the temperature was lowered from 50°F to 30QF.

Figure % shows that failures cmcnmed more frewently

——.—

*See Appendix I for a brief review of residual welding
stress studies conducted on ships.
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in cargo ships when they were in ballast and in tankers when

they were loaded. It seems significant that the great ma-

jority of ships that broke in two were in ballast.

Still water (nominal] bending moment stresses of ap-

proximately J tons per square inch have not been uncommon in

tankers including those which failed. Seaway stresses are?

of course, to be added. Recommendations for loading and

ballasting tankers to avoid excessive bending stresses hav~

b~en issued recently. This is particularly important be-

cause in tankers, or any ship with a long cargo space amid-

ships and rnachine%yaft, small chang~s in load distribution

can result in large changes in bending moment stresses~

Except for the early Liberty failures in 1943-45, the

frequency of failures in both cargo ships and tankers has

not shown any particular trend either to increase or to de-

crease with length of service, Figure ~, For the Victories$

however~ all four Group 1 failures and 80$ of the Group 11

failures occurred during the last two years, i.e., failures

began ta develop after the ships had given about 4 years of

nearly trouble-free service,}

Origins ~ Locations ~ Fractures

Known origins of Group I failures are listed.in Tables

II and 111. In no case did a fracture start In a sound weld,

and seam welds have given practically no trouble. A welcled

joint of some kind was associated with every fracture ori~in.

,).:
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TABLE II——

Known Ori~ins ~

TANKERS

Defectiv~ Butt Welds

GrouD ~Failures

T2~s

(a) deck and sheer strake p
6)

(b) shell?,mostly at bilge
(c] bilge keel

11 3;]47%
3

End ~f longitudinal 7 21
Bilge keel (scallops~ end of keel) 8 23
Elsewhere 2 0

Total ~ -

CJLRGCISHIPS—— Liberties

Hatch corner e+
+:? 5Cutout for Ace. ladder 19

Defective butt welds
(a) shell
(b) bulwark

7 10)
(c)deck

4
2 f:23$

(d) half-rounds (probabl
T

5 J
Bessemer Steel

El~ewhere 3A
Tda 72

TABLE III——

others
;*
:
4

others

Bottom shell and bilge
Deck and gmnwale
Elsewhere

T21S Others
u o
10 59 v

2 12
K 90

CARGO SHIPS Liberties Others
No ●

Upper deck and gunwale 5: ;0 +!%
Bottom shell and bilge
Elsewhere 3

2 &
Total 63



IIatchCOrrle~~. The hatch ~orners of the Glder welded—.

ships were square and many had small i~:sertsand doublers.

Tn additionj several welded joints terminated sxactly at the

corner where it was practically impossible to make a good

fit or a sound weld. In the IL’bertiesAthe hatch corners

have been roundedy and this has greatly reduced the freq-

uency of hatch corner failures.

Qtouts in TOE Q ~hee$ Strakq for Accommodation Ladder.——— . —— — —.. —

These CLltOUtShave been eliminated on later ships and rounded

off or eliminated on earlier ships.

= of Tanker &m@_-tc. Approximately 1.5Zof the— ——

Group I and 11 failures in ‘K?tankers originated in the bot-

tom shell plating at the end of Iongitudinals interrupted

at transverse bulkheads. The rmmber of ships involved was

~~ (YA) out of approximately SOC. Kbout 100 ta~~ers other

than T2~s have a similar longitudinal detail and only one

failure of this type has been reported. On many recently

built tankers the ends of ‘theIongit-udinalshave been cut to

a large radius ‘Eoease the stress condition. On the new

Navy Oilers the continuity of the longitudinal is carried

through the bulkhead by a deep brackat.

Q&&22 &SZ!22” “kJe2dedbilge keels have been particularly

troublesome on T2 tarike~s. At first most of the trouble

started at faulty bilge keel butt welds and at the abrupt

ends of the keel which terminated in the middle of a plate panel.
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Group I



Ch small naval vessels? SIJCIIas destroyers DE’s and es-

corts3 the flat plate bilge keels developed fractures in the

web next to the shell connection and in several cases the

keel just peeled off. Bri+tishnaval vessels had similar ex-

periences. One remedy was to weld a flat bar on the bilge

keel web near the shell connectiol~to increase the stiffness

at that point. The measur= helped but did not eliminate the

trouble.

B-ulwarks. Several serious fractures have started inT.

defective bul~warkwelding. To prevent such cracks from

spreading into the main hull plati.rg~the bulwarks have

been separated from the hull and are supported by “brackets.

=ti~=~” The breaking in two of

a T2 at dockside initiated much d.iscw.ssionof the effect of

arc strikes and light welds on heavy plate. This failure

started In the deck between a small clip and a chock founda-

tion. The space between the two was less than one inch.

There was no weld defect? and the !Xarpy V-notch transition

ternperatmr~of the deck plate was the lowest of any of the

source plates tested. It was thought that the light clip

weld? through a rapid q~e~~~~?might have f~~~h= @mbrittled

the deck plate material which had already undergone thermal

treatment as a result of welding the chock foundation~ i.e.q

a light weld on a heat-affected zone.

In several instances cracks have started at small single



F’illetwelds (involving low”heat input] of pads welded to the

deck. In one case the weld was about an inch from a deck

butt; the crack spread both inboard and outboard through the

stringer plat~, Even though light welds and arc strikes may

not present a major problezn~efforts are being made to mini-

mize the number of light welds on heavy plate. The Navy now

requires a fairly heavy mininmm size fillet weld on heavy

plate. The American Bureau of Shipping has taken similar

steps.

w l?ailure~. Mast failures have occurred on 10 Vic-

ta~y shivs. Five unstayed foremasts7 sometime: referred to

as fomard kingpostst broke off during heavy weather. The

masts were made of 1 L%?’ ta 1 l/2U1plate rolled to about

\O” diameter and had a machine we].dedseam running the full

length of the tube section,, ‘Themast joint at t“heend of

each section was butt welded or lapped 8M and fillet welded.

In all but one case the fracture developed within an inch of

a circumferentj.alweld at the mast house top or just below

the lower fillet weld.at the f’irstmast joint above the mast

house. The temperatures at time of failure w=re not particu-

larly low; for the five reported tempera-hmesy the average

was kOQF. Except for one case there was no obvious defect

reported at the origin.

The mast design details of Victory ships are not unlike

those of the Liberties and other cargo ships in which no



seriousmastfailures have occurred. The self-supporting

feature of the ?lictoryship foremast was probably a major

contributing factor in eausi,ngfailnre.

Buckling ~f plating. ‘,TheVi&Ory ships which.are trans-

versely framed have a 361Uframe spacing amidships and 3\4t~shell

plate. These ships have exhibited “bucklingtendencies in the

bottom shell which may be attributed to the somewhat greater

than usual frame spacing. Some ~wn.ershave installed reinforc-

ing members to reduc~ paml sizes.

Several cruisers experienced ‘bucklingof the upper deck

and side shell in way of the forward turret where the lzeavy

armor ended and the light welded forwa.@ section began. Ad-

ditional fra,mingwas added as reinforcement in this transition

area. Light plating in deck and shell of Destroyers and DErs

also buckled occasionally. Six Norwegian transversely framed

tankers which broke in two are said to have failed princi-

pally due to buckling of deck platinE.(61 All of these tankers

were loadd amidships (sagging).

Miscel@_=u& fraetr.reso There have “beeninnumerable.—.-”—

nuisance cracks in interual tanker bulkheads$ deckhouses and

even in main strength rlemberso Many cracks are of long

standing and migb.tnever be repaired. There are others that

go undetected.

In several vess.elshlar~e pieces of bottom shell plat-

ing forward have b~eri literally punc”nedout. Slamming may



pressLlredifferentials on the bottom shell. Transient

9 T2 Tankers (3 bmJke in two; these were hogged in
ballast condition)

t“heheavy weather casualties. !lMs trend would be expected.

It is interes~in.gto note that these 23 ships were built at

12 different yards.

The calculated ncmirialbending moment stresses for the

three ‘tankws t“hatbroke in two ranged from 405 to 5*5 tons
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temperature (which was the plate temperature) was beth’een

25QF and %00’F.

There were a number of’minor failures that occurred in

various types of Shipsq and several cracks occurred.while the

ships were being repaired. In one instance$ a ship was at

dock after a rough voyage in Alaskan waters. The temperature

was zero degrees? and three cracks developed. The source of

each crack was at a place whe~e an alteration had “beenmade

to the original ship.

One of the Group 1 fractures is the previously mentioned

longitudinal 66° crack in the bottom of a Victory ship. What

may have been an important factor here is that oil was being

heated in way of the fracture origin.

The~mal ~

The heating of a I.argeportion of the internal structures

such as in fuel ail tanks? could.dmmhead the shell plating

in way of the tanks. Since several shell failures occurred

in way of tanks where oil was being heated? this drumhead

effect may be important. These fractures oecurre’din both

tankers and cargo ships and were all in the bottom shell

where the shell was in contact with the water. When oil is

“beingheated$ thermal stresses are produced in the hull

structure. Howeverf the temperature of the steel is also

raised generally and the structure is therefore better able

to accommodate the resulting higher stresses by virtue of the
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increased notch tou@ness.

A small coaster suffered a fractured inner bottom and

vertical keel immediately after launching. The air tempera-

ture was zero degrees. The water temperature was 32~F which

was considerably warmer than the hull as the ship entered

the water.

shell which

stretch and

It is likely that the expansion of the bottom

was warmed by the water cansed the keel to

in so doing contributed to the failure.

Thermal stresses in refrigerated ships have caused

trouble where exposed decks in refrigerated areas (15QF)

were all-welded. Thermal stresses in the ‘tween decks

may amount to 109000 psi tension*. Most fractures

occurred in welded ‘tween decks of ~2 Reefers which had riv-

eted side shall s~ams. Some cracks extended from the hatch

to the shell. The fractures were well distributed over the

welded *tween deck refrigerated areas while those of the C2

cargo ships of similar design were confined to the highly

stressed upper deck area amidships. In addition to improv-

ing some hatch corner details, one or two riveted joints

have been

vessels.

incorporated in the ‘tween decks of refrigerated

These changes have apparently been effective since

no further failures have been reported.

STEEL FROM FRACTURED SHIPS—.

The survey of steel from fractured ships
——

x&e Appendix II for a review of thermal
on refrigerated and other ships.

is one of the

stress studies



Source plate -

Thru plate -

End plate -

Transition TemneratuX~

Figure 6 compares ‘the transition temp~rature of the old

and new ABS steels assuming that the steel taken from the

fractured ships 2s representative of the old steel
(81. The

Charpy V-notch values were obtained by th~ National Bureau of

Standards(9)0 The keyhole values were obtained by the Ameri-

can Bureau of Shipping and sevsral steel companies(10,11512)0

Statistically Khe source plates are specially selected

plates in that they have significantly

transition temperatures than th~ other

tant finding is that the source plates

higher Gbarpy V-notch

plates. Another impor-

have a considerably

higher carbon content. There is essentially no difference

in transition temperature betTi7een the thru and end plates;

this means that whether or not the crack stopped cannot be
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in Fi.gme 7. Some steels are more susceptible to straining

and strain aging than others. Tn general the rimmed steels

ar~ most susceptible and the fully killed steels are the

least, especially at small strains.

The effect of cold forming bilge plates (outside fibre

strain up to 1$$)should be of little consequence but the

effect of’cold forming masts tube plates (outside fibre

strain 3 to ~%] might be significant.

Tn the case of two deformed plate specimens from frac-

tured ships3 the transition temperature of the “bentarea of

the plate was about 20°F’higher than that of the flat area

of the same plate. However, on comparing the transition

temperature of the curved portions of eight bilge plates and

twenty-one other shell and deck plates(‘!3)~ it was found that

the distribution and average transition temperatures were essen-

tially the same for both groups. Thus? the bilge plates did

not seem to be adversely affected as a result of the required

forming.

~ed~ctior~in Thickness at F~a~tured Surface
($)

— —

The average thickness ~eduction for the origin plates

ranged up to about 2%7 while that for the thru and.end plates

ranged up to 4%0 The greater thickness reduction for the end

plates might have been due in part to a reduction in crack

velocity. The per cent reduction was less for thick plates

than for thin plates as would be expected.
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TemDera- (91

llnergyvalues at the failure temperature and 15 ft. V-notch

Charpy transition temperatures for a number of source? thru and

end plates are given in Table IV. From the tableq the average

energy values

QlUZJ22

7.1ft-lb

at the fracture temperature ares

Thr~

9.5 12*3

Although the numerical values are all low% there is a marked dif-

ference percentagewiseo

Th~ interesting feature of the data is that most of the

source plates at failure temperature absorbed less than 10 ft-lb,

while most of the end plates absorbed more than 10 ft-lb. Also$

the corresponding 15 ft-lb transition temperatures for the source

plates averaged about 100°F and were all above 60°F2 while those

for the end plates averaged about 60°F with the highest at 82*F.

Of the 17 source plates listed here, 10 were from origins

of main fractures of Group I casualties.

the highest energy value (11.k ft-lb) at

was for a Liberty tanker sheer strake of

Of interest is that

fracture temperature

‘tdirty~irimmed steel.;

the crack started at an arc crater near a’struc~ural notch--the

steel was very hard near the weld. Tha three lowest enmgy val- 1

IMS (sap ft-lb to 402 ft-lb) were for steels which had transition

temperatures above 140°F. Another intemasting observation from

Table IV is that the energy values at failure temperature for

both the source and end plates of the Group I tanker failures
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TABm N

CornDarisonofSource.Thruand End Plates, Charmv V Notch

Source Tim-u End++—.
Average energyat
frac-~uretempe~ture, ft-lbs 7.1 (3.2 tiO 11.4) 9.5 (3.8 to 18.7) X2.3 (5.0 tO 21.4)

Avemge15ft-lbs
~ransitio~iampe~~ure,‘~ 101°(62to153) 65°(38tO 102) 59° (36 tO ~2)

Values for Source and End Plates are plottedbelow:

Key: ● Tankers- Group I Failures
x Cargo - Group I l%ihuees
o All others (SomeSecondaryCracks)

Energy a-tFailuretemperature 15ft-lbs~ransition~em~ei-a~ure

ft-lbs ) 1

●*

>
x
x

x
x

:
0

0
0
0

0

0
0

x

(
o

20

x

0°
0

:

)0
)

o 5(

sourcePl&tes

o

x

o

0

0

1

o
0

0
0

3
0

0

0

x

)

o
)

o
0

----- ---- .-”- -M

X-Three thin ed plates which had exce~tionallyhigh energyvalvesand which involved
only seconda~yfracturesare not included.
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were essentially the same; none of the plates was particularly

pooro

The above has shown that there are several ways in which

Gharpy V-notch inpact test results appear to correlate with ship

fracture experiences.

Cyclic Loading

From a review of the ship casualty record and statistical

strain gage studies on actual ships at sea$ it is concluded

that cyclic seaway stresses by themselves are not pa.~tieularly

important contributors to the ship fracture problem. such

stresses maya however, help initiat~ cracks~ particularly when

the still water

would be caused

laSto

bending moment stresses are consistently high as

by continued poor distribution of cargo or bal-

However, the foregoing does not necessarily

cyclic or alternating loadings in ships, even at

number of cycles, are unimportant. For examplet

mean that all

relatively small

the working or

deflecting of plate or corrugated panels in way of ‘%ard spotsit

undoubtedly have contributed to some of the nuisance cracks in

the internal structure of tankers. As strains increase beyond

the elastic limit$ the fatigue life is markedly shortened.
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1. On comparing merchant ships built prior to and during

World War 11, it was found that, for essentially the same

materials, designs and quality of workmanship, both the fre-

quency and severity of brittle cleavage fractures increased

as the amount of welding increased. This comparison excludes

Victory ships and postwar vessels.

2. For the Victory ships, the incidence of fracture has

been very low. These ships have, however, sustained four

Group I failures (one ship twice). TWCIof these failures

started at faulty welds made in repair yards.

30 Several fractures in various types of ships started

at places (a) where repair welds or alterations were made to

the original structure, (b) where light welds were made on

heavy platesa or (c) where plates had been cold formed. The

(13)same is true of non-ship failures .

q. The postwar designed tankers have been in service for

only a year or twoy but no casualties have been reported.

s. Very few failures have occurred in the smaller ships

with thin plating.

60 Failures occurred more frequently in cargo ships

when they were in ballast and in tank~rs when they were loaded.

However, for both cargo ships and tankers, almost all of the

ships that broke in two were light or in ballast.



few r~frigerated ships. Improlnment of some structural de-

tails and the installation of one cJr two riveted joints ap-

parently have been effective in preventing further failures.

~1. At least seven Group I failures C)CCLl~redin the bat-

tcm shell in way of tanks where oil was being h~ated.

120 Crack arrestor straps have been effective in limiting

the extent of many cracks. In Qn,lyabout 10$ of the cases did

another crack start on th~ opposite side of the strap.

lao A weld of some kind was associated with every frac-

ture origin. In no case did a fractidrestart in a sound weld.

Welded seams have given practically no trouble. Known origins

of GrcrQpI failures are listed in Tables 11 and 111.

1%. Cracks which started in defective welded joints (welded
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kmtts for example) a,lwayspropagated into the plating and fol-

lowed the welded Joint only as long as the weld quality was

exceptionally poor. Similar observations were made in several

cases of damage by explasion.

Is. For ships built of prewar and wartime steelsq the

chance of failure increased rapidly as the temperature decreased

below about 600F. The chance of failure increased about four

times when the temperature was Iowsred from jO°F ho 30°F0 Very

few

bar

failures occurred above 60°F0

160 There is fairly good r.onelarbion between Charpy notch

impact test values and shi~ fracture experience.

Most of the source plates absorbsd less than 10 ft-lb

at the failure temperature in the Gharpy V-notch test while most

of the end plates absorbed more than 10 ft-lb.

The average 1~ ft-lb transition tempsrat.urefor the

source plates was significantlyhigher than that of the average

wartime steel plates? as indicated inFig. 6.

17. There was essentially no difference in the average

transition temperature between the &hru plates and end plates.

18. As far as notch toughness is concerned the new ABS

Class B steel (1/’2~1to 1]~)is scnewhat,better than the wartime

steels. The new A& ful~y killed Class C steel is markedly

better. Class C quality steel normalized is a further improvement.

19. Residual.welding stresses do not seem to be particularly

important but are probably a factor in crack initiation especially



in areas ‘under high restraint.

DISCUSSION Q $ONCLUSIGN~

Qu.r.Q.

During the past five years? since 1947a the number of

Group I casualties has been markedly reduced from the number

for the five previous years. This improvement was mainly due

to the cleaning up of several design detailsq particularly on

Liberty ships. The fabrication items? mainly concerning the

older ships~ still remain to cause trouble~ and probably will

for some time. New ships have an excellent record to date

but have not been in service long enough to pernit drawing

any firm conclusions.

The great majority of recent failures have occurred at

places where no glaring structural discontinuity existed. In

the case of cargo shipsa most of the Group I failures since

1947 originated in butt welds and in the vicinity of deckhouse

corners. Defective butt welds have been the maim source of

serious trouble in tankers from.the very beginning.

The welding quality in new ships which have had radio-

graphic inspection of main hull welds is considered superior

to that in wartime and prewar built ships. This type of

inspection is necessarily a ramdom one and therefore will not

guarante~ that there will be no defective welding, and further,

there are many places that cannot be radiographer. There is





ability d the plate to Tesist brittle failure is of

concern to the shipbuilder.

Qthou.gh new ships have the benefit of improved

particular

design$

welding quality and material~ the increase in plate thickness

could offset some of the improvements

uncertainties regarding resistance to

thick plate$ improved material beyond

ments is considered necessary and the

already made. Because of

brittle cracking of very

the existing rule require-

American Bureau of Ship-

thickness range above 7/8ii0

the prime dif’f’ioultiesin determining the reasons

has been that,fabrication factors (welding? cold

forming~ flame cuttiing?f“itting$etc.] are involved to such

a high degree that?it is virtually impossible tc separate

dssign and fabrication eonsideratians. When this thought is

carried.one step furthe~ to include considerations of material

qualitya then the result is a nw way of thinking (a new concept]

as regards strength of structures in tension. This new concept,

which features design for energy absorption as well as for

strength$ involves the four fundamental variables (state of

stress$ temperature strain rate and material quality). It is

perhaps the mast,important contribution of the welded ship

research.
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A question often asked is ‘What degree of notch toughness

‘riderservice con-

dition?~tiA Teview of the results of the Charpy V-nctch impact
.

tests of steel from fractured ships and the plate temperatures

at time of failure may help to answer this question. From Fig. 6

it is seen that the transition temperatures of the somce plates

were higher than the avera~e transition temperature of World

War 11 shipbuilding steels. Lowering the av&rage transition

temperature say jll°Fwhile retaining filmsame distribution about

the average could eliminate most @ the steels with high tmnsi-

tion temperatures comparable to ‘tlzoseof the source plates.

From Fig. 3b7itis reasonable to assume that the rapid increase

in probability of failure reflects directly the decrease in

notch toughness of ste.slat t’neloT~~ertemperatures. Thereforey

lowering the average transition temperature should substantially

reduce the likelihood of serious fractures particularly at the

higher failure temperatures of about JG” to 60°F. It is seen

from curves A and B of Fig. ~b that ‘@ reducing the average

transition temperature the probability of failure would be fu.rtiner

reduced because the freqnency with I,~~JhicYiships encounter suc-

cessively lower temperatures below abo’[lk~OQF is markedly reduced.

It is~ therefore~ concluded that a nmd.crateincrease in notch

toughness ovsr tb.atof the wartin~ ~tee~~ ~}]o~~d~ub~-~,antia~~y

reduce the probability of failure.



The influence ofwelding on notch.toughness is not clear.

TM not~h toughness of the weld neta,litself9 as judged by

impact te,sts~is generally better than that of the base metal.

Some tests indicate that we:ldingcauses a loss in ductility

~~~~, Qther teStSof the base plate material next to the TA@~~

l-la-w

much

shown that the

less than that

(Welded butts far ~x~~pl~] propagated into the plating fol-

lowing the welded joint m..lyas long as the weld quality was

poor”. It might be mentioned that the plates into which the

fracture entered after having originated In a defective weld

are in the thru plate category. Cracks did not even follow

the plating next to the weld,except in a few casesa and then

only fQr a short distance. Sinilar observations were made

in.several cases where damage resulted from explcsion. ThiS

sug~ests that the influenc~ of welding may be different for

crack initiation than for crack propagahicm. It also suggests

that the mechanisu of fracture in a welded joint may have

directional properties.

Crack P~a~a~~~—,. .

The casualty record.shows that once a brittle crack has

stQpped it may not start agai.no If the crack Stopsa t’hestrain





Eb far practically all work on notch toughness has been con-

ducted with a view to assessin~ a steel~s abili”tyto resist

crack initiation? such as that indicated.by the Charpy impact

tests. It would seem highly desi~~-bleto dete:l~mi~~ethe d@gree

of correlation bstween a steelUs ability to resist crack initia-

tion and its ability to arrest.a high speed cra.ck~especially

in

as

thicker plates.

One important experimental finding WO~=thYof mention is that

the length of a crack increases the energy released per

unit area also increases(1710 This meai~sthat a crack should

be stopped as soon as possible. If a special steel is to be

used for crack bamiersy it should be located at places whe~e

cracks are most Iike:lyto start. The beneficial effect would

be two-fold9 for the special steel would reduw the chance of

a crack starting as well as actirlgas a crack “barrier.

~

10 Brittle cleavage ,failuresin ships were the result of

a combination of circumstances rathe~ than just one or two

factors. From a practical viewp~irk~ howe~~erfthe two main

causes of failure were (a) design and fabrication notches

and,(b) a steel whidh ‘tendedto be natidisensitive at the

lower operating temperatures

20 A moderate increase in notch “toughnessof steel plate

over that of wartime steel plates would very substantially

reduce the probability of failure. The classification
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societies and t’he U. S. Navy b.avetaken firm steps in this

direction.

3. The present situation is that nain hull failures

due to fabrication faults far outw~igh those due specifically

to design faults. Failures from both types of faults have

occurred in prewar and wartim~ built ships constructed with

prewar quality steel. It rev.sinsto be seen if the improved

postwar steels and present fabricating p~actices are suffi-

cient to eliminate serious failures.

k. A reasonably rigid.control and supervision of fabdi-

cation must be embraced by repair yards as well as building

yards.

~. It is now time that broader and more fundamental

aspects of design and construction be entertaimd. The

cham.deristics of brittl~ failures in ships have been clearly

established~ and it appears that those of the non-ship failures

are similara ioe.a the prevention of brittle failures is ccm-

mon to many land as well as ship structures. (However~ the

characteristicsand history of som of the so-called nrdsanee

Cra&Sa ir.tankers for instance: are not so WSU known.) lie

should ‘haveprofited fror,our ship experience and.ship re-

search so that issues such as hatch corners and square cut-outs

may now lm closed. The improvement in details of other struc-

tural.members such as bilge keels~ connection of tanker 3a2gi-

in.xlinalsat bulkheads~ bulwarks~ etc. have been generaliy not



been wholly successful and furt”herstudy d these items 3p-

pears desirable.

60 One of the immediate problems deals with the ability

of variou~ steels and weldwents to resist rapid crack propaga-

tiou~ especially in thick plates. The notch to-+@ess of the

hull plate must be relied upon as the main line of’defense

ag~izMi:brittle .Fmctureso

70 Stresses resulting from heating fuel 011 or cargo

oil have heretofore not been considered particularly signif-

icant to failure. Howevsr, stn~e several seriolusfractures

have occurred in way of hot oily these thermal stress~s may

be more important than at first thoug’nte
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APPENDIX ~

RESIDUAL WELDING STRESSES

The committee investigating the failure of the T2 tanker

SCHENECTADY in 1943 expressed the opinion that residual or

locked-in welding stresses might have been a

causing failp.re. Soon after, investigations

on Bethlehem-Fairfield (B-F] Liberties which

shell seams and on welded Liberties, as well

major factor in

were conducted

have riveted

as on Victories?

to determine the magnitude and pattern of welding stresses

(18919920)0
in the deck area One purpose of these tests was

to see if there existed

tween the B-F Liberties

help account for the better performance,of the former.

The method of measuring the locked-in stress was to

a difference in stress pattern be-

and the welded Liberties that might

trepan small plugs of about 2 l/2’Udiameter from the plate

or weld and measure the amount of relaxation with the aid of

electric strain.gagesp assuming the plugs thus trepanned

were stress free.

Residual stress patterns in flat plates as received

from the steel mills were also obtained by trepanningplu.gs

from a few as-rolled plates. Tensile stresses up to 2jO0 psi

were found at the center of the plate ahd compressive stresses

(18)up to 6000 psi near the edges ~ This is important for

these rolling stresses were probably present to some degree

in the locked-in stresses found in the hull plating in the

ship tests.



The results of the ,sh.ipinvestigations indicated that

the basic welding stress patterns were practically the same

regardless of ship type or where the ships WETR built. Thus

the welding stress pattern in the B-1?Liberties seemed to be

no different from that in the welded Liberties, Welding

stresses of yield poir.tvalue were found in butts and seams

parallel to the weld. Stresses across the weld were low.

Stresses in the deck plating away f~om the immediate vicin-

ity of the weld were lQW and mostly compressive and gener-

ally ranged between zero and.107000 psi compression. It was

also found that the magnitude of locked-in stresses was not

significantly reduced ‘bythe working ~f the ship at sea.

Although the above basic patterns are typical for the

deck area of this type of ship7 they are not necessarily

characteristic fo~ other locations QT for other types of

vessels. For instance$ locked-in.compressive stresses up to

2J7000 psi wer~ found in keel plates of some large naval ves-

selsf~8~o
.

Reaction welded st~esses such as theses when located

in the right places$ might be helpful.

A series of tests was conducted on B-F Liberty and Vic-

(18)tory ships to investigate stresses due to erection welding .

In brief$ strain gages were installed on upper deck assemblies

to record changes in strain when the assemblies were welded

into the ship. The magnitude of erection welding stresses

in both Liberties and Victories was small. Large st~ain
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differences were recorded.in some cases$ but it is suspected

that factors other than welding stresses were responsible.

Furthermore, trepanned values at the same locations failed

to reveal any high stresses.

These tests also revealed that moderate reaction weld-

ing stresses may be built up where the structure is somewhat

restrained. On welding main deck butts where two or three

assemblies were tied together both fomard and aft? average

fore and aft

corded. The

the deck and

tensile stresses of 3000 to %000 psi were re-

stresses were fairly evenly distributed across

extended fore and aft throughout the plating.

Tensile stresses of 8000 psi over sizeable deck areas were

recorded in a few casesy but as usual? these high tension

stresses were not revealed when plugs were subsequently t~e-

panned from the same areas-

Some of the difference between cumulative and trepanned

values may be accounted for by the welding of the sub-assembly

seams prior to installation of the assembly into the ship.

Compressive stresses of 3000m %300 ps~ ‘wereset up between

the seams on making the sub-assembly welds.

Similar tests were conducted on Victory ships(~o), ~n

general% the recorded cumulative sub-assembly and erection

stresses in the main deck plating were low. Places where

high cumulative stresses were indicated actually had low

trepanned stress valuesa thus agreeing with all other tre-



panned values at similar locations.

The low temperature ~lstress-relieftipTOC~SS has been

applied to many tankers,~atthe request of individual owners

to reduce the high welding stresses in the butts and seams

of the deck and bottom shell. Although this process re-

duces the high stresses in the welds, its true effective-

ness is not known. ‘Places where it might be desirable to

remove welding stresses, such as at hatch corners or other

complicated details having three-dimensional restraint, can-

not be treated by this process,
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APPENDIX II—

THERMAL STRESSES

Diqmmal Thermal Stresses

In a test conducted on an LSTj the highest tensile stress

recorded under ideal weather conditions conducive to high

stresses was 2000 psia based on a reference “zero” tempera-

‘18). A maximum compressive stressture condition at night

of 6000.psi occurred in the side shell which was exposed di-

rectly to the sun while the deck and opposite side shell

we~e partially or wholly in shadow; Figure 8.

Results of similar investigations on four cargo ships

revealed higher stress values for smaller temperature dif-

fe~entials than found in the LST test(2%)* Some stress val-

ues reported were greate~ than could be accounted for by

thermal expansion and contraction even if the surrounding

structure were completely restrained. Neverthelessy the

general thermal stress distribution was as would be expected,

with moderate tension in the ‘tween decks and shaded shell

areas and moderate compression in the deck or shell portions

exposed to the sun.

The two variables d~termining thermal stresses are the

flexibility of the hull structure and the temperature distribu-

tion. Differences in temperature between top and bottom of

the ship mean very lit-tie;if the temperature distribution is

linear, no stress will result. To illustrate this, a comparison
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was made of the thermal stresses for

test with ‘thosestresses which would

ship had been completely restrained.

one phase of the LST

have occurred if the

The temperature dif-

ference batween top and bottom was JO@Fl which corresponds

to 10$000 psi in a completely restrained structure. In the

actual test the maximum stress was only in the order of

2000 psi. The agreement between measured and calculate~

values was reasonably good. The peak diurnal thermal stresses

are usually compressive and should cause no serious trouble;

the tensile stresses are of smaller magnitude.

It was thought that the welding stress pattern might be

appreciably different if ship welding were done

than under bright sunlight. Butt joints cut at

quently close 1/8Hto 3/1611 when the plating is

the sun. Tests on Victory ships indicated that

at night rather

night pre-

exposed to

it made lit-

tle difference to stress whether large deck assemblies were

welded in the cool of the night or under bright sunlight even

though the assemblies were partially restrained and a non-

uniformly varying temperature gradient existed vertically

(181through the ship . Some stress variations were foundf

but they could not be correlated with temperature.

A test along these lines was conducted on the Liberty

ship GASPAR DE PORTOLA(22)o A large section of the upper

deck J~l by lki opposite #~ hatch was twice cut out and re-

welded. The welding sequence used was to provide maximum
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restraint. The first time the section was welded, the section

and ship were at the same temperature.. The second time, the

section when welded was 7JGF warmer than the shipo The av-

erage fore and aft tensile stresses reported were about

5000 pst and 103000 PSI, respectively. Athwartship stresses

were comparatively small. The average increase in stress of

5000 psi due to the 75°F temperature differential indicates

that the effective restraint offered by the hull in this

area was only about 30%, since 75@F change corresponds to

about 15,000 psi under complete restraint.

In the NEVERITA experiment, the centerline underdeek

girder was stressed in tension to about 2000 psi when the

‘23]. Thus the expansion of the outerupper deck was warmed

skin? by vitue of a small temperature difference between

the skin and girder, stretched the girder.

Thermal Stresses Q Refrigerated Ships

These are significant and may cause trouble when exposed

decks in refrigerated areas (15~F] are all-welded. llCooling

down” to say 1~~ creates moderately high tensile stresses in

the cold ‘tween decks? causing the outside hull to be com-

pressed. Calculations show that fore and aft thermal stresses

up to 10,000 psi may be developed in the ‘tween,decks of re-

frigerated ships if these decks are exposed to about l&F

temperature and the outside hull is warrne This was confirmed

by an investigation conducted on a C2 refrigerated vessel(21)0

.-



Cooling the hold 8s~F in the actual test created tensile

stresses in the ‘tween decks of from 5000 to 10,000 psi. The

outside shell and weather deck were put”into compression, by

about 3000 psi. See Ftgure 9.

The low temperature creates biaxial tensile stresses

and at the same time lowers the notch sensitivity of the

steel. Figure 10 shows diurnal thermal stresses on the

same ship when tb.eupper deck was exposed to the sun.
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